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Introduction {#s1}
============

The ever advancing rate at which novel viral genomes are being determined is creating a serious challenge both for taxonomists seeking to ensure the consistent and accurate classification of these genomes, and for laboratory virologists attempting to accurately name newly determined genome sequences prior to deposition into public sequence databases. Given that in many cases the only taxonomically useful information that is available for a particular genome sequence is the sequence data itself, the use of pairwise nucleotide sequence identity measures is becoming increasingly popular as a means of objectively classifying bacteria [@pone.0108277-Kim1] and viruses [@pone.0108277-Bao1], [@pone.0108277-Muhire1] into consistent and practically useful operational taxonomic units (OTUs) such as variants, strains, species or genera. In the case of many viruses which have small genomes (\<30 kb long), whole genome sequences can be efficiently aligned, and genome-wide pairwise sequence identity scores are therefore used routinely for their functional classification. Accordingly, for over 50% of currently known virus families, the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) has, amongst other phylogenetic and biological criteria, endorsed the use of genome-wide nucleotide or amino acid sequence identity thresholds for the classification of novel virus isolates (according to ICTV proposals published since the 8^th^ ICTV Report; <http://ictvonline.org/>).

Despite the obvious appeal of using genetic identity scores between pairs of sequences to objectively classify these sequences, there is frequently a lack of clarity on exactly how such scores should be calculated. For example, given a new virus sequence and the desire to classify it based on an established ICTV approved species demarcation threshold, there are many different ways in which a researcher might determine whether or not it should be included within an already established species. Computer programs such as MUSCLE [@pone.0108277-Edgar1], CLUSTALW [@pone.0108277-Larkin1], MAFFT [@pone.0108277-Katoh1] or BLAST [@pone.0108277-Altschul1] could be used to make either multiple individual pairwise sequence alignments or a single multiple sequence alignment and other programs such as MEGA5 [@pone.0108277-Tamura1], PHYLIP [@pone.0108277-PHYLIP1], PAUP [@pone.0108277-Swofford1] or GENEIOUS (<http://www.geneious.com/>) could be used to calculate a variety of different pairwise identity scores. Unsurprisingly, for a given pair of sequences, different combinations of alignment and pairwise identity calculation approaches will in many cases yield a fairly broad range of possible sequence identity scores.

Whereas different alignment methodologies will very frequently infer different patterns of insertions and deletions (indels) during the evolutionary histories of any particular pair of sequences [@pone.0108277-Thompson1]--[@pone.0108277-Katoh2], independent pairwise alignments of sequences will tend to yield higher pairwise identity scores than those calculated for the same pairs of sequences within the context of multiple sequence alignments [@pone.0108277-Katoh2], [@pone.0108277-Sievers1]. Also, when calculating pairwise identity scores between any particular pair of sequences, the way in which indels are treated can have a very substantial impact on the identity scores that are calculated. Specifically, indel characters (usually "-") that were inserted during multiple or pairwise sequence alignment might either be ignored or treated as a fifth character state. If indels are treated as a fifth character state then sites where both of the sequences being compared have indel characters might either be ignored or treated as matches (in which case they will inflate identity scores). Conversely, if sites where one but not the other sequence has an indel character are treated as mismatches the calculated identity scores will be lower than if such sites were ignored.

Particularly pertinent in the context of ever-increasing sequence database sizes is the fact that for any given pair of sequences, the differences between all these various alignment and identity score calculation approaches are expected to increase as the number of sequences that are being compared increases. This is because the computational complexity of accurately aligning multiple sequences increases exponentially with the number of sequences being aligned [@pone.0108277-Elias1]. Put simply what this means is that as sequence numbers get larger multiple sequence alignments will tend to become more inaccurate. Although correction of alignments by eye is generally recommended for small datasets, it is not a practical option for datasets containing hundreds of sequences drawn from multiple different virus species. Alignment by eye is particularly undesirable in the context of taxonomic classification as it is both time-consuming and has the potential to seriously undermine the objectivity and consistency with which sequences are classified.

The pairwise identity calculation approaches that will be least impacted by these problems are those relying exclusively on independent pairwise alignments. Besides being unaffected by dataset sizes, pairwise alignment is computationally tractable: i.e. given a specified set of rules for penalising mismatches and inserting gap characters, the optimal pairwise alignment can always be found in a reasonable time [@pone.0108277-Needleman1]. Pairwise alignments also lack sites where both sequences have indel characters and are therefore far less affected by how indel characters are treated during identity score calculations. When calculating the identity scores of pairwise aligned sequences, the issue of gap character handling can be even further minimised by simply ignoring all sites at which a gap character is present in either one of the sequences being compared: an approach commonly adopted when calculating evolutionary distances in the context of phylogenetic tree construction [@pone.0108277-Felsenstein1], [@pone.0108277-Lemey1].

The demand for computational tools that will expedite the consistent and accurate classification of the increasing numbers of complete virus genomes deposited in public databases each year has prompted the development of computer programs such as PASC (PAirwise Sequence Comparison; [@pone.0108277-Bao1]), and DEmARC (DivErsity pArtitioning by hieRarchical Clustering; [@pone.0108277-Lauber1]). Besides providing a means for virologists to accurately classify novel virus genome sequences at the species level prior to their publication, these tools have been especially useful both in the refinement of taxonomic classification criteria and for updating the classifications of hundreds of virus genome sequences that have been deposed in publically accessible sequence databases over the past three decades [@pone.0108277-Bao1], [@pone.0108277-Muhire1], [@pone.0108277-FialloOliv1], [@pone.0108277-Matthijnssens1].

PASC, the most widely used of these programs, is a web-based tool developed by the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [@pone.0108277-Bao1]. Given a novel virus genome sequence, PASC compares this to a defined set of publicly available sequences and then uses either BLAST [@pone.0108277-Altschul1] similarity scores or Needleman-Wunsch (NW; [@pone.0108277-Needleman1]) pairwise-alignment based genetic identity scores to generate frequency distributions of pairwise genetic identity scores (based on both the input and database sequences). The output can then be used to either classify the input sequence or manually identify taxonomically optimal pairwise identity-based species or genus demarcation thresholds.

Rather than focusing on pairwise identity scores determined from multiple sequence alignments, DEmARC utilises multiple sequence alignments and model-based pairwise evolutionary distance calculations that ignore indel sites. In this regard, DEmARC is perhaps better suited to the objective identification of phylogenetically supported taxonomic demarcation criteria than for use by general virologists for the classification of new sequences based on pairwise identity-based classification criteria. It is also worth noting that while applicable to the analysis of nucleotide sequence data, DEmARC was specifically designed for the analysis of conserved amino acid sequence domains: an intended application that would substantially diminish alignment accuracy issues.

While both PASC and DEmARC are potentially very useful for the establishment of objective classification criteria and the refinement of existing virus classifications, in our opinion neither of the approaches is ideally suited for use by general virologists seeking to accurately and consistently classify the novel virus genomes that they sequence into either established ICTV approved species or strains or other functionally useful OTUs. Whereas DEmARC demands the analysis of carefully constructed and edited multiple sequence alignments, PASC forces users to scan a novel sequence against a representative selection of related sequences that is generally tailored specifically to classify genomes only down to the species level (i.e., the list of sequences in many cases excludes sequences that might be of interest for making strain, variant or other higher resolution OTU classifications). PASC also relies entirely on analysing sequences in the configuration in which they were submitted to the public sequence databases. This is particularly problematic because the NW pairwise alignment method implemented in PASC encounters difficulties when circular genome sequences have been deposited with inconsistent starting and ending coordinates. The developers of PASC have therefore recommended the use of a BLAST-based alignment comparison approach that is much less affected by this issue [@pone.0108277-Bao1]. However, from a viral taxonomic classification perspective, there remains a potentially serious consistency issue when it comes to using BLAST scores instead of NW alignment-based pairwise identity scores. Specifically, in a given dataset containing both closely related and distantly related genome sequences, whereas BLAST similarity scores between the closely related sequences might be calculated across the entire genome length, the BLAST similarity scores for the more distantly related sequences may only be calculated across the portions of the sequences that are most conserved. Besides this consistency issue, there is also no obvious way to translate BLAST scores into genome-wide pairwise identity scores: i.e. the intuitively obvious measure of genome-wide similarity that is generally used by the ICTV in their classification guidelines and is generally overwhelmingly preferred by general virologists when describing the genetic relatedness of virus isolates.

Here we present Sequence Demarcation Tool for Windows (SDT version 1.2, [www.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT](http://www.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT)), a stand-alone program with a simple user friendly graphical interface. Rather than being targeted at hard-core virus taxonomists, SDT is specifically targeted at laboratory and field virologists wanting to rapidly and consistently use the pairwise identity-based ICTV taxonomic guidelines to tentatively classify new viral genome sequences. Although the program has been recently used for the reclassification of viruses in the family *Geminiviridae* [@pone.0108277-Muhire1], [@pone.0108277-FialloOliv1], [@pone.0108277-Varsani1]--[@pone.0108277-Srivastava1], in the classification of viruses in the families *Circoviridae* [@pone.0108277-Stenzel1] and *Nanoviridae* [@pone.0108277-Grigoras1], the characterisation of novel highly divergent viral genomes sampled during metagenomic surveys [@pone.0108277-Sikorski1], [@pone.0108277-Dayaram1], and the comparison of protein sequence similarities in already characterised viruses species [@pone.0108277-Phelps1]--[@pone.0108277-Liu2] and novel viruses [@pone.0108277-Sikorski1], [@pone.0108277-Dayaram1], [@pone.0108277-Liu1]--[@pone.0108277-ZawarReza1]. SDT is functionally similar to PASC in that it objectively applies a robust NW-based pairwise alignment approach with a pairwise identity calculation that ignores alignment positions containing indel characters. The primary differences between SDT and PASC are that: (1) it is not restricted to using predefined sets of sequences, (2) it is geared specifically to the objective taxonomic classification of new virus sequences within the context of ICTV endorsed pairwise identity based strain, species and genus demarcation thresholds, and (3) it can produce publication quality colour coded pairwise-identity matrices with sequences ordered according to their degrees of phylogenetic relatedness. We also provide both command-line versions of SDT for Linux (SDT_Linux) and MacOS (SDT_MacOS), and a parallel Message Passing Interface based version for Linux (SDTMPI_Linux) that can be used on high performance computing clusters.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Implementation of SDT {#s2a}
---------------------

A graphical user interface for SDT (available at [www.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT](http://www.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT)), is implemented in Visual Basic 6.0 and runs on Windows XP, 7 and 8. Command-line versions of SDT, SDT_Linux and SDT_MacOS and a parallel version, SDTMPI_Linux are provided for both 32 and 64 bit operating systems and are all written in python. While SDT has a graphical user interface that is complete with data visualisation tools, the command-line versions only produce numerical data. However, all these versions apply the same sequence identity calculation procedures.

Sequence identity calculation {#s2b}
-----------------------------

Given an input FASTA file, SDT aligns every unique pair of sequences (S sequences yield \[S×(S-1)\]/2 alignments) using the NW algorithms implemented in MUSCLE [@pone.0108277-Edgar1], ClustalW [@pone.0108277-Larkin1] or MAFFT [@pone.0108277-Katoh1] (the user can choose whichever program he/she prefers), and computes the identity score for each pair of sequences as 1-M/N, where M is the number of mismatched nucleotides and N is the total number of columns along the alignment where neither sequence has a gap character. The program then uses the NEIGHBOR component of PHYLIP [@pone.0108277-PHYLIP1] to generate a rooted neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree of sequences according to which computed scores are rearranged so as to order sequences according to their likely degrees of evolutionary relatedness. Finally, SDT generates a frequency distribution of pairwise-identities. The graphical program interface ([Figure 1](#pone-0108277-g001){ref-type="fig"}) provides both publication quality visualisations of results and enables results to be saved in a variety of graphical and numerical data file formats.

![The SDT interface.\
(**A**) Colour-coded pairwise identity matrix generated from 29 *Chickpea chlorotic dwarf virus* genomes. Each coloured cell represents a percentage identity score between two sequences (one indicated horizontally to the left and the other vertically at the bottom). A coloured key indicates the correspondence between pairwise identities and the colours displayed in the matrix. (**B**) Pairwise identity frequency distribution plot. The horizontal axis indicates percentage pairwise identities, and the vertical axis indicates proportions of these identities within the distribution. While peaks on the graph indicate pairwise sequence identity thresholds that would yield the most ambiguous classifications, troughs indicate thresholds that would yield the least ambiguous classifications and could therefore be tentatively used as relatively conflict free operational taxonomic unit demarcation cut-offs.](pone.0108277.g001){#pone-0108277-g001}

Pairwise identity matrix and pairwise identity distribution plots {#s2c}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

SDT displays pairwise identity scores using a colour-coded matrix ([Figure 1A](#pone-0108277-g001){ref-type="fig"}) which provides more intuitively accessible insights into the overall relationships between sequences in a dataset than the tables of pairwise sequence identity scores that are widely used for this purpose. The colours in this matrix can be adjusted to reflect, for example, an ICTV species demarcation criterion such that identities between sequences that are over the threshold are represented in a shade of one colour whereas those that fall below the threshold are represented in a shade of a different colour. The ordering of sequences along the axes of the matrix reflects the ordering of the sequences as they would appear in a neighbour joining phylogenetic tree: i.e. the pairwise identities between sequences are clustered within the matrix in an evolutionarily meaningful way. This makes it very easy to check exactly which groups of sequences a novel sequence is most closely related to and, depending on the colours of the cells in the matrix, immediately indicates which genus, species, strain or other operational taxonomic unit it could most appropriately be assigned to. For a detailed example of how SDT pairwise identity matrices can be applied to the classification of novel virus genomes please refer to [@pone.0108277-Muhire1] and [@pone.0108277-Varsani1].

SDT also produces plots of the pairwise identity score frequency distribution which, like similar plots produced by PASC and DEmARC, are useful in guiding the establishment of taxonomic demarcation criteria ([Figure 1B](#pone-0108277-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Whereas peaks in such plots indicate pairwise identity thresholds that would yield a maximum number of ambiguous classifications (something which is undesirable), troughs in these plots indicate pairwise identity thresholds that would yield a minimum number of ambiguous classifications (something which is desirable). The colour coded matrix and pairwise identity distribution plots can both be saved either as bitmap images or as scalable and editable high-resolution graphic files in enhanced metafile format that are suitable for publication. For a detailed example of how SDT pairwise identity distribution plots can be applied to the establishment of novel virus genomes please refer to [@pone.0108277-Muhire1] and [@pone.0108277-Varsani1].

Usage of pre-computed identity scores {#s2d}
-------------------------------------

When the computations are finalised, all versions of SDT allow a completed analysis session to be saved to a SDT readable file (with file extension ".sdt") which subsequently can be reloaded. Upon reloading such a file in SDT, the program allows the addition of new sequences and then only computes scores for those sequence pairs that include the newly added sequences. Doing this vastly speeds up the analysis of new sequences and allows a user to very efficiently grow the size of project specific datasets.

Creation of Datasets based on sequence identities {#s2e}
-------------------------------------------------

Given a set of input sequences and their corresponding pairwise sequence identity scores it is possible for SDT to objectively generate datasets comprising sequences of a desired level of diversity/identity that are tailored to further genome evolution analyses such as inference of patterns of natural selection or the identification of conserved genomic secondary structures [@pone.0108277-Stenzel1], [@pone.0108277-Muhire2]. Once sequence identity scores are computed, SDT provides an efficient way to generate such datasets. All that is required of the user is to indicate a minimum and a maximum identity percentage and the program will then partition the input sequence dataset into sets of non-overlapping sequence files, with each file containing only sequence pairs with identities that are within the user specified range.

The SDT_Linux, SDT_MacOS and SDTMPI_Linux command line versions {#s2f}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The python coded command-line versions of SDT for Linux, MacOS and high performance computing clusters are ideal for inclusion within automated sequence classification pipelines. These versions apply precisely the same sequence identity calculation approach as SDT but only generate pairwise identity scores in various comma separated value (CSV) text formats. Although there is no graphical output from these versions, the CSV files that are generated are formatted such that a colour coded pairwise identity matrix and distribution plot can easily be constructed using the R programming language ([www.r-project.org](http://www.r-project.org)) or MATLAB (<http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/>). Also, the.sdt formatted files that are generated by these versions of the program can be opened in the graphical interface version of the program to produce colour-coded distance matrices and pairwise identity plots. Whereas the SDT_Linux, SDT_MacOS and SDTMPI_Linux versions all require that python (available from <https://www.python.org>) be installed on the machines on which they are run, the SDTMPI_Linux version additionally requires the installation of the Python Message Passing Interface library (MPI4PY; available at <http://mpi4py.scipy.org/docs/usrman/install.html>).

Comparison of SDT performance with alternative sequence comparison methods {#s2g}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

For an objective comparison of SDT's consistency with that of alternative pairwise sequence comparison methods, we used SDT and DEmARC to analyse the same set of 25 mastrevirus full genome sequences within the context of progressively increasing dataset sizes. Although it was not possible to run this test with PASC (due to the stringent sequence input requirements of this program), it is anticipated that PASC would have exactly the same degree of consistency as SDT (it too relies on pairwise sequence alignments). A dataset of 400 mastrevirus full genome sequences ([Dataset S1](#pone.0108277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), was progressively subdivided to generate five sub-alignments of 200, 100, 50 and 25 sequences, all containing the same set of 25 sequences. These were all analysed unaligned by SDT which produced pairwise identity scores for each of the 300 pairwise comparisons between the 25 sequences common to all five datasets. The identity scores once produced were converted to Hamming distances by subtracting them from one (so as to enable a more direct comparison with DEmARC). After aligning each individual dataset using MUSCLE (with default settings), Hamming genetic distances and DEmARC evolutionary distances were calculated for each of the same 300 pairwise sequence comparisons in each of the five alignments.

Comparison of parallel and serial versions of SDT {#s2h}
-------------------------------------------------

We analysed 1000 publically available begomovirus sequences ([Dataset S2](#pone.0108277.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; requiring 499,500 pairwise sequence alignments of ∼2800nts; [Table 1](#pone-0108277-t001){ref-type="table"}) with 32 and 64 bit versions of SDTMPI_Linux and SDT_Linux using MUSCLE to perform pairwise alignments. The 32 and 64 bit versions of SDT_Linux were run on a 2.8 GHz computer with 24 GB of RAM (with this 32 bit version by definition being restricted to using \<2 GB of RAM), and the 32 bit and 64 bit versions of SDTMPI_Linux were run on 20 or 40 cores each running at 2.8 GHz with 24 GB of RAM (again with the 32 bit version being restricted to using \<2 GB of RAM).

Results and Discussion {#s3}
======================

The consistency of SDT relative to alternative virus classification tools {#s3a}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although all of the pairwise comparison methods produced very similar results for sequences sharing between 90 and 100% pairwise identity, distinct differences between the methods were clearly observable in all datasets for sequence pairs sharing less than 80% identity ([Figure 2](#pone-0108277-g002){ref-type="fig"}). This observation is expected since sequence alignment only becomes non-trivial (and hence more error prone) when some of the sequences being aligned have accumulated multiple nucleotide substitution, insertion and deletion mutations since their most recent common ancestors.

![Distribution of pairwise genetic/evolutionary distances of the same set of 25 mastrevirus full genome sequences in the context of progressively larger sequence datasets.\
The constant frequency distribution (represented by red graph) illustrates the consistency of pairwise distance calculation based on pairwise alignments while the changing frequency distributions (represented by blue and green graphs) indicate how pairwise distance scores based on multiple sequence alignment tend to become inflated as dataset sizes get larger.](pone.0108277.g002){#pone-0108277-g002}

For all datasets SDT yielded identical pairwise identity score distributions whereas the distributions yielded by the multiple sequence alignment-based methods differed substantially between the different datasets. This indicates that SDT is absolutely consistent whereas the other methods are not. It should be pointed out here that the absolute consistency of SDT is an obvious consequence of it using pairwise sequence alignments rather than multiple sequence alignments. In this regard it is absolutely certain that PASC too would have been found to be similarly consistent had it been flexible enough to allow the analysis of the various datasets.

Other points that should be noted in [Figure 2](#pone-0108277-g002){ref-type="fig"} are that, firstly, the multiple alignment-based comparison methods always yielded higher average distance estimates than SDT, and secondly, that the magnitudes of these differences tend to increase with increasing dataset size (with the 100 sequence alignment being a notable exception). These observations simply confirm that pairs of sequences in the context of multiple sequence alignments tend to appear less similar to one another than they do in the context of pairwise sequence alignments.

It is important to point out here that the higher degrees of identity inferred by SDT do not necessarily imply that SDT identity estimates are more accurate than those inferred from the multiple sequence alignments. It is entirely plausible that, relative to the gap characters inserted during the pairwise alignment of two sequences, the positions of gap characters within pairs of sequences that are drawn from a multiple sequence alignment might better reflect the patterns of insertion and deletion that actually occurred during the evolution of the sequences. It is in fact expected that identity estimates based on pairwise alignments could at least slightly overestimate the relatedness of sequences: for example, even two completely random sequences can yield pairwise identity scores of \>40% following pairwise alignment. In the context of virus classification, however, this is not necessarily a bad quality: particularly in a publication environment that incentivises the discovery of novel virus genera, species and strains. If anything, slightly overestimating pairwise identity estimates will force a degree of conservatism when proposing that new taxonomic groupings be created to accommodate novel virus isolates.

Speed gains of SDT with parallelisation {#s3b}
---------------------------------------

In addition to the graphical version of SDT being extremely easy for non-specialists to use (it is very difficult to even purposefully manipulate the program to yield inflated or deflated identity scores), the software is also flexible enough to be of interest to more specialist users. For example, the command line versions can be directly slotted into analysis pipelines to automatically identify rational operational taxonomic unit demarcation thresholds and then automatically apply these to the subdivision of large datasets for downstream analyses. In this regard the SDTMPI_Linux version of SDT was specifically designed for the analysis of large datasets (containing more than 1000 sequences) and is well suited for inclusion in high throughput viral metagenome sequencing pipelines. The improvement in analysis speed afforded by SDTMPI_Linux over SDT_Linux was illustrated by an analysis of 1000 begomovirus sequences (requiring 499,500 pairwise sequence alignments of ∼2800 nts; [Table 1](#pone-0108277-t001){ref-type="table"}). The 32 bit version of SDT_Linux took 3740.37 min (∼62.34 h) whereas SDTMPI_Linux running on 20 cores (each with similar specifications to that used with the serial version) took 188.56 min (∼3.14 h). SDTMPI_Linux running on 40 cores took only 96.63 min (1.61 h). The speed-up improvements with 20 and 40 cores were therefore 19.8 and 38.7 fold, respectively. Overall the 64 bit version of SDT yielded a further 13% increase in speed which is likely due to more efficient memory use. The 64 bit version of SDT would likely yield even better performance gains over the 32 bit version when analysing longer sequences ([Table 1](#pone-0108277-t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0108277.t001

###### Speed-ups achieved with the parallelised versions of SDT.

![](pone.0108277.t001){#pone-0108277-t001-1}

  System      Program      Numberof Sequences   Numberof cores   Processor speed(GHz)   RAM(GB)   Time(min.)   Time (hrs.)   Speed up
  -------- -------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- --------- ------------ ------------- -----------
  32 bit     SDT_Linux            1000                1                  2.8              24       3740.37        62.34     
            SDTMPI_Linux          1000                20                 2.8              24        188.56        3.14       19.8 fold
            SDTMPI_Linux          1000                40                 2.8              24        96.63         1.61       38.7 fold
  64 bit     SDT_Linux            1000                1                  2.8              24       3343.37        55.72     
            SDTMPI_Linux          1000                20                 2.8              24        173.02        2.76       19.3 fold
            SDTMPI_Linux          1000                40                 2.8              24        85.43         1.42       39.1 fold

Conclusions {#s4}
===========

We present a free open-source cross-platform computer program that has been specifically designed to enable general virologists to consistently classify newly determined virus full genome sequences according to ICTV endorsed pairwise genetic identity based genus, species and strain demarcation recommendations. Besides providing the means to minimise inconsistencies in virus taxonomic classifications, the program is suitable for use both by biologists with limited computational skills and more computationally capable biologists that require the rapid automated analysis of very large datasets. Unlike the similar sequence classification tool, PASC, SDT is not exclusively designed for full virus genome based pairwise identity calculations but is also usable as an amino acid sequence classifier -- a fact which could make it very useful for the characterisation of novel highly divergent viruses.

Although we have primarily focused here on the merits of SDT relative to PASC and DEmARC, it should be stressed that SDT is not a competitor of PASC and DEmARC -- it is instead a complementary tool that could be used in conjunction with these other methods to establish and effectively implement pairwise identity based virus classification systems. For example DEmARC might be used by the ICTV to establish a solid evolutionary rationale for defining a particular set of species, PASC might then be used by individual ICTV working groups to establish easy to apply pairwise identity thresholds that optimally conform with the DEmARC classifications, and SDT (or equivalent software) might be used by individual virologists to consistently apply these thresholds during the tentative classification of novel virus isolates that they submit to public sequence databases. Finally, even if SDT is not deemed suitable as a classification tool by particular ICTV working groups, it will still have widespread utility as a tool for graphically visualising colour coded pairwise genetic similarities of large numbers of sequences -- a niche that is currently unfilled by any other sequence analysis software.

The various versions of SDT that have been described here, along with instructions for their installation and use, are freely available at [www.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT](http://www.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT).

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================

###### 

**Full genome sequences used to compare SDT to other methods.**

(FAS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Full genome sequences used to assess the speed gained with parallelisation of SDT.**

(FAS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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